Latinas are a growing U.S. demographic.
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As we work to build a future that centers Latina leadership, we must pay special attention to ensuring that youth voices help define the future of our public institutions and workplaces,” said Terriquez, whose own participatory action research serves to prepare young people for leadership roles in civil society. “As we work to build a future that centers Latina leadership, we must pay special attention to ensuring that youth voices help define the future of our public institutions and workplaces,” said Terriquez, whose own participatory action research serves to prepare young people for leadership roles in civil society.

To address these issues, the 2050 Lab will support researchers like Dr. Yohualli Balderas-Medina Anaya, an assistant clinical professor of family medicine at the David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA who studies the role of Latinas in health policy and leadership communities. To address these issues, the 2050 Lab will support researchers like Dr. Yohualli Balderas-Medina Anaya, an assistant clinical professor of family medicine at the David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA who studies the role of Latinas in health policy and leadership communities.

To launch the lab, UCLA will receive a $15 million grant from the Laura and John Arnold Foundation to support its research agenda and operations for the five-year life of the lab. To launch the lab, UCLA will receive a $15 million grant from the Laura and John Arnold Foundation to support its research agenda and operations for the five-year life of the lab.

“Looking forward, in fall 2023, the lab will convene a national gathering of Latina lawyers to examine systemic barriers to inclusion and leadership in the legal profession. According to recent data, Latinas have a median age 11 years younger than their non-Hispanic white counterparts, according to U.S. census estimates. Latinas have a median age 11 years younger than their non-Hispanic white counterparts, according to U.S. census estimates.

Launching in 2023, the lab will leverage the research might of UCLA to ensure that Latinas are woven into the fabric of United States governance. Launching in 2023, the lab will leverage the research might of UCLA to ensure that Latinas are woven into the fabric of United States governance.

With recent Supreme Court decisions revoking Roe v. Wade’s constitutional protection for abortion and rolling back worker protections, leaving Latinas and other women of color disproportionately hard, a pair of Latina scholars at UCLA are working to make sure that Latina voices are shaping our institutions and present in the halls of power — now and well into the future. With recent Supreme Court decisions revoking Roe v. Wade’s constitutional protection for abortion and rolling back worker protections, leaving Latinas and other women of color disproportionately hard, a pair of Latina scholars at UCLA are working to make sure that Latina voices are shaping our institutions and present in the halls of power — now and well into the future.

To build on prior work of our academic mentors, we seek to invest in ongoing research that creates new research and policy opportunities for Latinas and other women of color in the legal profession. Published by the Dorothy Doorstein Research Center in a policy brief, the work highlights and analyzes key research findings from Latinas’ legal education and career stories. Published by the Dorothy Doorstein Research Center in a policy brief, the work highlights and analyzes key research findings from Latinas’ legal education and career stories.

“Latinas have absolutely transformed the legal education landscape, and yet we have remained invisible,” said Lorena Guillén, an assistant professor of law at UCLA School of Law and a co-founder of the Society of Latin American Law Students. “Latinas have absolutely transformed the legal education landscape, and yet we have remained invisible,” said Lorena Guillén, an assistant professor of law at UCLA School of Law and a co-founder of the Society of Latin American Law Students.
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